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A hybrid tandem instrument of BEqQ geometry was used to determine high-energy decom
position of protonated peptides, such as side-chain fragmentation yielding d. and wI! ions.
The transmission through both E and Q of such product ions, formed in the second field-free
region, permits improved mass resolution and confident mass assignment. The experimental
technique may involve synchronous scanning of E and Q, or, for the purpose of identification
of specific products, limited-range scanning of either E or Q with the other analyzer fixed.
These techniques are not equivalent, with respect to product ion transmission, to the double
focusing of product ions achieved with four-sector instruments but nevertheless represent a
critical improvement over conventional mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy spectrometry
analyses. Fragmentation of protonated peptides occurring in the second field-free region
inside and outside the collision cell were distinguished by floating the collision cell above
ground potential. Mass filtering using Q confirmed the mass assignments, The data indicate
that product ions resulting from spontaneous decomposition are in some instances quantita
tively more significant than those resulting from high-energy collisional activation. Further
more, the differentiation of the products of low- and high-energy processes should facilitate
spectral interpretation. (JAm Soc Mass Spectrom 1993, 4, 470-476)

Many important contributions to the structure
elucidation of peptides have now been re
ported using tandem mass spectrometry with

either low- or high-energy collisional activation, using
(as examples) triple quadrupole [1, 2] and four-sector
[3-6] instruments, respectively. Both analytical regimes
yield product ion spectra that include fragment ions
derived from cleavage of petptide bonds, although the
maximum molecular mass for which useful low-en
ergy product ion spectra may be obtained is generally
observed to be lower than the limit for the high-energy
experiment [7,8]. It is becoming increasingly clear that
the structural features that promote low-energy frag
mentation differ from those that favor high-energy
cleavages. Thus, for example, amino acid sequences
that promote or mitigate charge localization exert an
important influence on product ion spectra resulting
from low-energy, charge-directed decomposition
(either collision activated or spontaneous) [9, 10]. In
contrast, high-energy collision-activated decomposi
tion (CAD) product ion spectra include substantial
contributions from decompositions that are either nec
essarily charge remote or may be envisaged to be so.
Such fragmentations include side-chain cleavages to
yield product ions of the w" and d ; types (depending
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on whether charge retention is on the C- or N-terminus,
respectively) [11]. (The Biernann variant [3] of the
Roepstorff and Fohlman nomenclature [12] for peptide
fragmentation is used throughout this study.) The lack
of observation of side-chain fragmentation constitutes
a significant disadvantage of low-energy CAD, particu
larly for the differentiation of leucine and isoleucine
residues.

Tandem mass spectrometers of hybrid design (BEqQ
or EBqQ, where B is the magnetic sector, E the electric
sector, q the radiofrequency (RF)-only quadrupole or
other multipole, and Q the quadrupole mass filter) are
generally used with relatively low energy (tens to
hundreds of electron volts) collisional activation (CA)
in q. Alexander et at. [13] demonstrated that collision
energies (laboratory frame-of-reference) of several hun
dred electron volts, with helium as target gas, permit
ted the detection of side-chain fragmentations of pep
tides, albeit with a considerable sacrifice in transmis
sion through the quadrupole assembly. Transmission
of higher kinetic energy ions may be improved by
operating q with a higher RF amplitude [14]. Recent
analyses of peptides using a hybrid instrument modi
fied in this way, and using a heavier target gas to
increase the center-of-mass collision energy, showed
some improvement in the detection of side-chain frag
mentations of peptides [15]; however, such analyses
differ from typical high-energy CAD experiments (such
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as those performed on four-sector instruments) with
respect to the time available for decomposition and the
multiplicity of collisions.

High-energy (kiloelectron volt) CAD analyses may
be performed on a BEqQ hybrid instrument via colli
sions in the first or second field-free regions [16, 17]. If
good resolution of both precursor and product ions is
required, the preferred form for the experiment is an
extension of a mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy spec
trometry (MIKES) analysis, with improved resolution
of product ions achieved by mass filtering using Q.
This may be accomplished, for example, by using
linked E/Q scanning [18, 19]. It is important to recog
nize that this experiment is not equivalent to a Bz/E1

linked scan on a four-sector instrument in which the
double focusing of product ions is reflected in signal
intensity. In contrast, E/Q scanning of the hybrid
instrument effectively samples a portion of each MIKES
peak. Furthermore, the E/Q scan requires reliable
tracking of several potentials [20] (although experi
mental modifications [21-23] may reduce these re
quirements). Nevertheless (as data presented later in
this study exemplify), the E/Q scanning method can
generate useful data from the high-energy CAD of
peptides. In addition, experimentally less demanding
approaches can also exploit the mass-resolving capabil
ities of the quadrupole to define the mass-to-charge
ratios of specific product ions formed in the second
field-free region following high-energy CAD. One
method [16] consists of selecting the mass-to-charge
ratio of the candidate fragment ion using Q and scan
ning a narrow range of E. The other approach [16]
selects the kinetic energy/charge ratio of the relevant
ion using E and scans Q to define mass-to-charge ratio
values with unit resolution.

During CAD/MIKES analyses, the selected precur
sor ion is induced to fragment by collision in the gas
cell between Band E. Additionally, spontaneous
(metastable) decomposition processes may occur
throughout this field-free region. A product ion spec
trum acquired in this manner therefore represents the
combined result of high-energy CAD and low-energy
metastable processes. The contributions of the frag
mentations occurring inside and outside the collision
cell can be separated by applying a potential to the gas
collision cell [24-26]. When the collision cell is at
ground potential, the kinetic energy E2 of a product
ion of mass m1 formed at any point in the second
field-free region is given by eq I (assuming negligible
kinetic energy losses),

(1)

where Va is the accelerating voltage of the ion source,
m1 the mass of the precursor ion, z the charge number
of the precursor ion, and e the charge of one electron.
When the collision cell is floated at a potential Vc ' the
kinetic energy £2 of the same product ion formed by

CAD in the gas collision cell is given by eq 2:

The kinetic energy of product ions formed by sponta
neous decomposition of the precursor ion in the sec
ond field-free region, but outside the collision cell, is
still given by eq 1. Thus, distinction can be made, on
the basis of location in the MIKE spectrum, between
ions formed inside the collision cell (principally by
CAD) and outside the cell (mainly by spontaneous
decomposition). Further refinement of the experiment
may be achieved using a BEqQ instrument by consecu
tive energy and mass-to-charge ratio analysis of prod
uct ions.

MIKES analyses with a potential applied to the gas
collision cell were initially performed using double
focusing instruments to study specific CAD processes
(see, for example, refs 24-29). Floating the gas collision
cell was subsequently shown to improve resolution of
product ions [18] and increase the transmission effi
ciency of low-mass (relative to the precursor) product
ions transmitted through the electric sector analyzer
[30]. Following the development of four-sector
([E t , Btl/[E2 , B2 ]) tandem mass spectrometry, the use
of a floated cell in high-energy CA analyses is now
commonplace. The linked scan law governing B2 and
E2 is invariably established to achieve transmission of
product ions formed within the collision cell.

In the present study, high-energy (kiloelectron volt)
fragmentations of peptide [M + H]+ ions were deter
mined using several analytical modes on a BEqQ hy
brid mass spectrometer. The relative contributions of
low- and high-energy processes occurring during
CAD/MIKES analyses of protonated peptides were
assessed; the data have significant implications for
high-energy CAD analyses performed on other instru
ment types.

Experimental

Materials

Glucagon (22-29) and angiotensin III were purchased
from Bachem Inc. (Torrance, CA), Ser-ne-Gly-Ser-Leu
Ala-Lys was from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO).
Synthetic Glu-Glu-Leu-Cys-Thr-Met-Phe-Ile-Arg and
Gly-Phe-Leu-Cys-Gly-His-Tyr-Arg (prepared using
standard procedures) were kindly provided by Drs. J.
T. Sparrow and R. Cook (Baylor College of Medicine,
Houston, TX), respectively. [Interest in these peptides
arises from a parallel study (to be published) of the
tryptic fragments of human apolipoprotein B-lOO.] Hy
drogen peroxide 30% (Fisher Scientific Co., Fair Lawn,
NJ) and formic acid 0. T. Baker Chemical Co., Phillips
burg, NJ} were used as received. Oxidation of Glu
Glu-Leu-Cys-Thr-Met-Phe-Ile-Arg was performed as
described previously [9].
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Mass Spectrometry

One to five micrograms of peptide was used for each
analysis. All analyses were performed using a VG ZAB
SEQ hybrid mass spectrometer (VG Analytical Ltd.,
Manchester, UK) of BEqQ geometry. Ionization by
fast-atom bombardment used xenon atoms with ener
gies of 8 keY as the primary beam. The liquid matrix
used was a 1:1 mixture of thioglycero1;2,2 '-di
thiodiethanol (2-hydroxyethyl disulfide), saturated
with oxalic acid. (This matrix is customarily used in
this laboratory for all peptide analyses; alternative
matrices were not specifically evaluated for the present
study.) The accelerating voltage was 8 kV. Low-energy
CAD product ion spectra used argon as collision gas at
an estimated pressure of 2~3 X 10-4 mbar, corre
sponding to an attenuation of 50-60% of the precursor
ion intensity. The collision energy was 12-15 eV in the
laboratory frame of reference. High-energy CAD anal
yses used argon as collision gas in the second field-free
region collision cell, at a pressure sufficient to decrease
the precursor ion beam by 50-80%. For certain experi
ments, the collision cell potential was set at 500 V.
Product ion spectra were acquired via the VG 11-250
data system in "multichannel analyzer" mode. Scans
were of 15-s duration, and 9-20 scans were accumu
lated. Specific scan modes are described at appropriate
points in the following section.

Results and Discussion

Using the hybrid BEqQ instrument, low-energy CAD
product ion spectra were obtained by selecting [M +
H]+ precursor ions at the point of double focus, induc
ing decomposition in q, and analyzing the product
ions by scanning the mass analyzer quadrupole (Q).
The low-energy CAD spectrum of Ser-Ile-Gly-Ser-Leu
Ala-Lys (SIGSLAK) is shown in Figure 1. Extensive
fragmentation gave both C- and N-terminal fragment

ions corresponding to single cleavages of the peptide
backbone (an. bn, and Y« types). Product ions (such as
the d or w series) associated with concurrent cleav
ages ~f the peptide backbone and of side chains were
absent from the low-energy product ion spectrum. The
high-energy CAD product ion spectrum of SI~SL~
[M + H]+, acquired using MIKES, is presented m Fig
ure 2. Numerous C- and N-terminal fragment ions
were observed, including apparent d n and wIt ions
arising from side-chain fragmentation. The possible
presence of d s and w6 ions was of particular interest
because these would be associated with leucine and
isoleucine residues, respectively. The effective mass
resolution of the product ions in the MIKES analysis,
however, was not sufficient to ensure confident assign
ments. To confirm the presence of d , and w6 ions in
the MIKE spectrum, each individual MIKES peak of
interest was mass analyzed using the quadrupole mass
filter (Q). The first set of experiments consisted of
performing a MIKES analysis with Q set to transmit
only one mass-to-charge ratio value. Figure 3 com
pares an analysis of this type with the result for con
ventional MIKE~ analysis; the data confirm the detec
tion of the w6 ion, rn/z 543, derived from the isoleucine
residue at the 2-position. Equivalent analyses (Figure
4) confirmed the presence of a d s ion at m r z 388,
associated with the leucine at residue 5. Less promi
nent signals observed in Figures 3b and 4b correspond
ing to product ions of greater than expected kinetic
energy were attributed to fragmentation processes
(yielding the same mass-to-charge ratio product ions)
occurring in the RF-only quadrupole. Another set of
experiments was then performed to determine the ho
mogeneity (with respect to mass-to-charge ratio) of the
MIKES peaks attributed to d s and w6 ions. For these
analyses, Q was scanned with E static to transmit ions
of kinetic energy corresponding to the maxima of the
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Figure 2. High-energy (8-keV, laboratory frame of reference)
CADI MIKE spectrum of the [M + H]+ ion of SIGSLAK at mIz
675. (Decomposition in the second field-free region; collision cell
at ground potentlal.) IlL, immonium ion derived from the leucine
or isoleucine residues.
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Figure 1. Low-energy CAD product ion spectrum of the [M +
H]+ ion of 5IGSLAK at mlz 675. [Decornpositon in q. with a
collision energy (Laboratory frame of reference) of 12 eY.]
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7000

Figure 4. High-energy CAD of SIGSLAK 1M + HJ+, m rz 675;
scanning of product ions in the region of the putative d s ion
formed in the second field-free region: (a) detection following E;
(b) detection after selection of ions of m / z 388 using Q.
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Figure 5. Narrow-range Q scans following high·energy CAD in
the second field-free region of the 1M + H]+ ion of SIGSLAK, (a)
E set to transmit 6443 eV, corresponding to the putative W 6 ion;
(b) E set to transmit 4604 eV, corresponding to the putative d 5

ion.

(GFLCGHYR). The low-energy CAD product ion spec
trum of GFLCGHYR included informative sequence
ions (a", b.,; and y,,) but no side-chain fragment ions
(d , or w,,). The CAD/MIKE product ion spectrum of
GFLCGHYR also displayed sequence ions (a", b", and
y,,), together with apparent w, ions, including the w6

species associated with the leucine residue at position
3. The assignment of the w6 (m/z 689) ion was con
firmed by the detection of a single peak of the ex
pected kinetic energy when E was scanned with Q set
to transmit mjz 689. Scanning of Q with E set to
transmit the MIKES peak corresponding to the W 6 ion
suggested that the MIKES peak was homogeneous.

The relative contributions of high-energy CAD and
spontaneous decomposition processes occuring during
such MIKES analyses of peptide [M + H]+ ions were
assessed by floating the MIKES collision cell above
ground potential. The MIKE spectrum of Glu-Glu
Leu-cysteic acid-Thr-methionine sulfone-Phe-Ile-Arg
(EELC*TM'FIR) acquired in the absence of collision
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MIKES peaks apparently attributable to the wn ion
(Figure Sa) or the d s ion (Figure 5b). The single peak
detected in Figure 5a at m/z 543 again confirmed the
presence of the w6 ion and also suggested that no other
product ion contributed to the MIKES peak. The MIKES
peak, which included the d s product ion, however,
was shown to have multiple origins (Figure 5b). The
d s assignment was substantiated by the presence of
the peak at m/z 388, but other ions of m/z 385-389
were also reproducibly observed, indicating that
MIKES analysis alone provides insufficient mass reso
lution for confident assignment of these product ions.
The relative abundances of product ions of mjz
385-389 cannot be inferred from Figure 5b because the
contributions from each species will vary across the
MIKES peak.

A similar series of experiments to those described
above were conducted with another leucine-containing
peptide: G ly-Phe-Leu-Cys-Gly-His-Tyr-Arg
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Figure 3. High-energy CAD of SIGSLAK 1M + H]+, m Zz: 675;
scanning of product ions in the region of the putative W6 ion
formed in the second field-free region: (a) detection following E;
(b) detection after selection of ions of mrz 543 using Q.
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sus eV

w6 ion associated with the leucine at position 3. The
prominent peak detected at 5130 eV when the collision
cell was floated (Figure 7b) indicated that the W6 ion
was mainly formed in the collision cell by high-energy
CAD processes. The presence of a residual signal at
4935 eV in Figure 7b indicated that a minor proportion
of w6 ions (which were not observed in the absence of
collision gas; Figure 6a) were formed outside the colli
sion cell. Two possible explanations are proposed for
this observation. First, the w, ions formed outside the
cell may result from CA, with gas leaking from the
cell. Second, CA within the cell may be followed by
delayed fragmentation occurring outside the cell. It
has been emphasized previously [27] that unirnolecu
lar and bimolecular processes can be dearly distin
guished by floating the collision cell only if ion-mole
cule reactions take place exclusively in the collision
cell.

In Figure 6c, two peaks are observed for each Yn
ion, one at the same kinetic energy value (eq 1) as in
Figure 6b and the other at a higher value predicted by
eq 2. The peak of unchanged kinetic energy is the more
intense for all Y« ions. Mass-to-charge ratio-deconvo
luted MIKES analyses were performed with Q set to
transmit rnjz 699 for the Ys ion and with the collision
cell at ground potential and floated at 500 V (Figure 8).
The single peak observed at 4585 eV with the grounded
cell was also prominent when the cell was floated. A
small peak was detected at a higher kinetic energy
value (4800 eV) corresponding to Ys ions formed in the
collision cell. A minor intermediate signal appeared at
an approximate kinetic energyjcharge ratio consistent
with fragmentation in the collision cell of the Y6 ion,
itself formed in the field-free region immediately pre
ceding the cell. These data indicate that for the exam
ple of this peptide, the most abundant ions observed in
the CAD/MIKES experiment result principally from
low-energy processes occurring outside the collision
celL

Figure 7. High-energy CAD of the [M + H]'- ion of
EELC*TM*FIR (C' and M* are as in Figure 6); mass-to-charge
ratio-deconvoluted MIKE spectra with Q set to transmit m/z
753, corresponding to the w. ion; (a) collision cell at ground
potential; (b) collision cell floated at 500 V.
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gas is shown in Figure 6a. The entire series of y ions
was observed except Ys This spectrum was similar to
the low-energy CAD product ion spectrum acquired
by decomposition of the precursor ion in q [9]. The
CADjMIKE spectrum of EELC*TM*FIR, recorded with
the collision cell at ground potential, is presented in
Figure 6b. The yn series of ions was again prominent,
and, additionally, w n ions were observed (albeit with
low abundance with respect to the lower members of
the series). Comparison of these two spectra (Fig
ure 6a, b) confirmed that w ions were products of
high-energy CAD [l1J. The CADjMlKE spectrum of
EELC*TM*FIR acquired with the MIKES cell floated at
500 V is presented in Figure 6c. The w n ions were
shifted to kinetic energy values higher than those in
Figure 6b; the magnitudes of the shifts were as pre
dicted by eq 2. The assignment of the w 6 ion was
confirmed by mass-to-charge ratio-deconvoluted
MIKES analyses; Figure 7 shows narrow-range MlKES
analyses performed with Q set to transmit mjz 753 for
the w6 ion. The spectra in Figure 7a,b were acquired
with the MIKES collision cell at ground potential and
floated at 500 V, respectively. The single peak detected
at 4940 eV in Figure 7a confirmed the presence of the

...... -KlNETIC ENERGY (eV)

Figure 6. Product ion spectra (E scans) of decompositions of
EELC*TM*FIR (where C' is cysteic acid. and M' is methionine
sulfone) 1M + Hj'-. occurring in the second field-free region.
with detection after E: (a) no collision gas; (b) CAD with the
collision cell at ground potential; (e) CAD with the collision cell
at 500 V. Brackets indicate the presence of product ions of the
same mass-to-charge ratio but different kinetic energy/charge
ratios, arising from their origins inside Or outside the collision
cell.
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Figure 8. High energy CAD of the [M + H]+ ion of
EELC*TM*FIR (C* and M* are as in Figure 6); mass-to-charge
ratio-deconvoluted MIKE spectra with Q set to transmit mrz
699, corresponding to the Ys ion: (a) collision cell at ground
potential; (b) collision cell floated at 500 V.

K[NETIC ENERGV (rV)

Figure 9. E/Q-linked scans recorded with high-energy CAD in
the second field-free region of the [M + H]+ ion, m/z 1221, of
EELC*TM*FIR (C* and M* are as in Figure 6): (a) collision cell at
ground potential; (b) collision cell floated at 500 V.
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the contribution of low-energy decomposition pro
cesses to spectra recorded in a CAD/MIKES analysis.
In the experiments described here, the scan law ap
plied for E/Q linked scanning was the same whether
the collision cell was floated or not. Thus, when the
MIKES collision cell was at ground potential, ions
formed anywhere in the second field-free region were
detected. When the collision cell was floated, only ions
formed outside the collision cell were detected; ions
formed inside the floated collision cell possessed in
creased kinetic energies (eq 2), and their transmission
through Q was therefore defeated by the E/Q link.
Thus, by eliminating ions formed in the collision cell
via high-energy CA processes, the E/Q linked scan
spectrum with a floated cell represents the contribu
tion from ions formed outside the collision cell. Figure
9a,b shows the E/Q linked scans of EELC*TM*FIR
acquired under CAD conditions with the MIKES colli
sion cell at ground potential and floated at 500 V,
respectively. The spectrum in Figure 9a display two
series of ions (Y3-Y7 and W S- w 7). (Some discrimination
against low mass-to-charge ratio members of the Y«
series is evident and is attributed to the difficulty of
maintaining the appropriate E/Q and high-voltage
links across a broad range.) The same Y" series was
observed when the collision cell was floated (Figure
9b), but the abundances of the w n ions were markedly
reduced. For the same reasons as previously discussed
with the CAD/MIKES experiments (Figure 6), the mi
nor residual peaks corresponding to W" ions observed
with the floated cell can be attributed to ions formed
outside the collision cell following CA.

It may be noted that high-energy CA analyses using
four-sector instruments frequently use a collision cell
floated above ground potential. A complex scan law
governing B2 and E2 , determined by the float poten
tial, is applied [31] to allow detection of product ions
formed within the cell so that the procedure discrimi-

4585 cV

4585 cVa100

Similar approaches were followed in the analyses of
other synthetic peptides, Analyses of angiotensin III,
Arg-Val-Tyr-Ile-His-Pro-Phe (RVYIHPF), provided in
formation on the formation of N-terminal ions. The
metastable MIKE spectrum of RVYIHPF included se
ries of b; ions (b3-b6 ) , an ions (a2-a5)' and Y« ions
(Y2-Y6)' The addition of gas to the collision cell en
hanced the relative abundances of an ions and gener
ated a series of d , ions (d 2-d4 and d ,'), together with
two immonium ions from the histidine and tyrosine
residues. Comparison of the MIKE spectra acquired
under metastable and CA conditions indicated that d"
ions (as well as immonium ions in this case) were
entirely the result of CA processes. The CAD/MIKES
analysis of angiotensin III performed with the collision
cell floated at 500 V showed a shift in the kinetic
energy value for all d , ions, confirming their forma
tion in the collision cell via high energy CA processes.
The peaks corresponding to btl ions were of unchanged
kinetic energy, showing their formation outside the
gas collision cell via low-energy processes. The peaks
corresponding to an ions were split into two compo
nents (indicating dual origins inside and outside the
collision cell), with proportions differing among mem
bers of the ion series.

The CAD/MIKES analyses of glucagon (22-29),
Phe-Val-Gln-Trp-Leu-Met-Asn-Thr, produced abun
dant btl ions. Comparison of the spectra obtained with
the grounded and floated collision cell showed that the
btl ions possessed the same kinetic energy in both
cases, consistent with the conclusion from the an
giotensin III results that product ions of this type result
from low-energy processes.

Linked scanning of E and Q, with and without
floating of the MIKES collision cell, provides an alter
native experimental approach to the determination of
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nates against detection of the products of low-energy
processes. Complementary scanning with Bz/Ez con
stant would of course conversely discriminate against
detection of the products of CA to produce a spectrum
similar to that recorded in the absence of collision gas.
The discrimination against certain fragment types ob
served with some scan modes (whether on hybrid or
four-sector instruments) may be turned to interpretive
advantage in facilitating the recognition of particular
ion series.

In summary, the consecutive kinetic energy- and
mass-resolving capabilities of a BEqQ hybrid mass
spectrometer were used to determine the fragmenta
tions of protonated peptides occurring in the region
between Band E. By permitting satisfactory mass
resolution of both precursor and product ions in the
tandem mass spectrometry experiment, this approach
represents an important extension of the capabilities of
a double-focusing instrument, although it does not
match the transmission achieved using four-sector in
struments (and therefore implies a substantially greater
sample requirement). The independent kinetic energy
and mass resolution of product ions achieved with the
hybrid have also been used to assess the contributions
of low-energy fragmentation processes to the compos
ite product ion spectra recorded under high-energy
CAD conditions. Floating the collision cell in the re
gion between Band E revealed that for the synthetic
peptides examined, the products of low-energy pro
cesses (such as Y« and b; ions) made quantitatively
major contributions to the spectra recorded. When a
floated cell is used, the scan mode selected (on either a
hybrid or four-sector instrument) influences the rela
tive transmission efficiencies of the products of low
and high-energy processes, permitting a potentially
useful discrimination among fragment types.
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